Sunflower Work Management
Solutions

Sunflower Work Management
Sunflower Work Management is a web-based and mobile software
platform that allows organizations to manage configurable work
processes such as asset maintenance, inspection, shipping, disposals,
and more. Work Management takes Sunflower beyond asset
management tracking and compliance, enabling organizations to
execute critical operational tasks. The software includes the ability to
manage work requests, work orders, and task assignments to manage
complex work activities.

Sunflower Work
Management Benefits

Take Control of Business Processes



The Work Management solution enables organizations to track detailed
information and provides powerful capabilities to manage critical
business processes. Configurable dashboards, metrics, and reports
provide further insight into operational effectiveness. Sunflower Work
Management is accessible from any major web browser, and is also
optimized for iOS and Android mobile devices. The software platform is
fully integrated with Sunflower Assets™ and other external systems
such as human resources and financial applications. Built-in role based
security and controls allow an organization to decide who has access to
what processes and data.











Improve efficiency of work management
The Sunflower Work Management solution improves the efficiency of
the management of complex business processes






Manage work the way you want
Create custom work flows or leverage out-of-the-box workflows
Simply task management with user or group level assignments
Identify redundant tasks
Identify areas of process improvement

Manage configurable business
processes
Leverage out-of-the-box
standard processes
Access via web and handheld
devices from anywhere
Fully integrated with Sunflower
Assets™
Built for integration with other
systems
Reduced costs
Improved data analytics for
planning and decision making
Configurable dashboards,
metrics and reports
Improved data and analytics for
planning and decision making




Identify failure points in existing processes
Achieve new levels of efficiency

Features








Web-based and mobile solutions
Role-based security controls for access and data management
Configurable to adapt to organization terminology and processes
License options scale to meet the needs of small and larger
organizations
Cloud solutions available to minimize IT costs
Business systems integration
Industry standard Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)
utilized for work management configuration

Asset Management with the Sunflower
Suite of Solutions











Manage physical and financial accountability in Sunflower
Assets®—a single web-based system that makes property activity
easy to record, simple to retrieve, accessible from anywhere and
completely auditable.
Manage real property assets in Sunflower Real Property. The
solution provides essential functions to manage real property
assets, reporting and audit requirements. Additionally it supports
lease management, rent billing, reconciliation, financial reporting
and executive order compliance.
Use Sunflower mobile solutions for asset receiving, physical
inventory and excess management simplify enterprise asset
management processes by bringing your asset data to a handheld
device.
Provide insight into key performance metrics for self-assessment
and operational decision making with Sunflower reporting.
Utilize Sunflower RFID solutions to track assets in real-time and
automate location and status updates without user intervention.
Asset mapping and floor plans let you record the location of assets
within a structure.
Operate confidently when managing additional asset lifecycle
processes, including maintenance, shipping, kitting, configuration
and more.

For more information about Sunflower asset management solutions,
email us at sunflower@cgifederal.com

About CGI
Insights you can act on
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the
largest IT and business consulting
services firms in the world. We are
insights-driven and outcomes-based
to help accelerate returns on your
investments.

Approximately 7,800 of our experts
help the U.S. federal government
achieve comprehensive, scalable
and sustainable IT and business
goals. We enable our clients to
execute digital transformation, build
the federal workforce of the future,
achieve operational excellence,
enhance citizen engagement and
protect America’s assets. As the
federal government faces
unprecedented challenges, we
remain committed to enabling its
success, using our deep
understanding of clients' goals and
mission-essential needs to provide
consultative insights and develop
solutions for maximum results.
In the asset management market,
CGI provides a broad portfolio of
solutions that manage the asset
lifecycle to help clients achieve total
asset visibility, improve decisionmaking, accountability and
regulatory compliance.

For more information about lifecycle
asset management solutions, email
us at sunflower@cgifederal.com.
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